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Ad Hoc wireless networks is a wireless type of network connection which is established without a
central device as a router but on a flexible and dynamic infrastructure. Usually the users are very
comfortable in using a secure system. Due to flexibility and dynamic features of this network it’s
comfortable
therefore vulnerable to various attacks; the signal strength is too weak and it isnot easy to monitor the
transmission of data from the source to the destination and vice versa. This study is aimed at looking
various methods that have been used to address the issues with security threats in big data collected
from the network, the design vulnerability of ad hoc wireless networks and propose the best real time
metrics
cs and algorithms for data encryption to prevent attackers from accessing the data on
transmission; strong communication rules a need to control and check the unwanted or unauthorized
access to the backhaul of the network and thus protect the network from IP spoofing and denial of
services.
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INTRODUCTION
An ad hoc wireless network is a wireless type of network that
enables computers to connect and communicate without a
central connection device such as the router to share resources
such as data or files [1].An ad hoc network requires that the
computers or devices be within proximity as the wireless
network is limited with distance and physical obstacles.
Therefore, if the computers or devices connected to an ad hoc
wireless network goes out of sight, the other devices are
disconnected automatically. To better understand how to
identify and protect the information systems and networks
from cyber-bouts
bouts in ad hoc wireless networks, requires an
understanding of what an ad hoc wireless network is. The
proliferation of the Internet access and usage has
h resulted in
the drastic growth of network vulnerabilities. Network
vulnerability causes cyber-bouts
bouts through which the attackers
break into the system that is connected to the network. For
example, attackers employ various types of Denial of Service
(DoS) attacks as a type of cyber-bouts
bouts on the network that can
immediately cause system failure. Therefore, this study is to
identify network cyber-bouts
bouts before they can damage network
system and to address the challenges faced by ad hoc wireless
networks in the real-time. Since an ad hoc wireless network
allows any node within the network to connect, these poses a
huge risk of exposure to attacks thus the security of the
systems or devices becomes a big challenge. The ad hoc
wireless network supports a small amount
mount of bandwidth;
therefore as the number of systems increase, the strength of the
signal becomes weaker thus performance is adversely affected
by the number of systems on the network.
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The monitoring systems deployed must have the capability to
detect the suspicious activities of a large amount of data
received from the networks and filter it out to capture the
threats that might be carried with it. Coming up with the real
realtime monitoring and detecting systems is tough because
handling a large size of data on the network is not easy and the
ad hoc wireless networks are difficult to monitor especially
when the ad hoc wireless network cchanges the site or location
is detrimental in managing an ad hoc network [2], [3], [4], [5].
These have resulted in the proliferation of various kinds of
attacks that are difficult to manage especially those that target
business networks and other informat
information systems.
The methodologies used in ad hoc wireless networks

Figure 1 The methodologies used in ad hoc wireless networks
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Threat monitoring systems in large data gathered from the
networks
As the number of sources and the volumes of data increases,
big data challenges also increases particularly in the
monitoring system that filters volumes of data from its sources.
Big data technologies can try to help to solve these problems
through incursion discovery. Through the use of intrusion
detection systems for monitoring enables the discovery of
misuse or anomaly detection that can be used by potential
attackers in the big data and many sources. This technology
can be employed in the discovery and monitoring of the
misuse and any anomaly in the database with matching of
attack signatures to determine their matches. Also, Network
Intrusion Detection System (NIDS) can be used to monitor the
threat detection in big volumes of data in the network by
filtering the network traffic. Moreover, the host-based
intrusion detection systems monitor the host computer logs,
files and network interface as well [6].
The big data at the moment is encountering a significant
challenge due to the increase of false alarms and ambiguous
flow of data. For example, a big company or organisation can
have all the latest technologies like firewalls, the intrusion
detection systems, the powerful antivirus software and other
security systems but monitoring the threats is a difficult task to
accomplish [7]. To improve the intrusion and anomaly
discovery, all the monitoring systems involved must be
correlated with each other to increase warning accurateness
instead of the false alarms [8]. Additionally, large enterprises
or organisations are facing challenges of handling, storing and
processing big volumes of data. This forces the companies to
have different formats of data storage like a relational database
which leads to a huge problem to correlate the events of that
large amount of data because data might be stored at different
locations and servers. How to manage the various sources of
data through the network are significantly a challenge and the
security issues it comes with it [9]. In the past security,
monitoring was mainly handled by the system administrator
checking the log files of their servers. This has changed as it is
not easy to monitor the big amount of data on the network, and
the collection of it and even the systems that are used in the
monitoring cannot cope well with the big data challenge.
Data fusion technique should be adopted as an intrusion
detection strategy. Data fusion technique has the capability of
aggregating data from various kinds of sources such as system
log files, system messages, SNMP traps and queries, many
distributed packet sniffers, and operator commands. Also, the
Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS) model can be
used as an intrusion detection strategy. Therefore, data fusion
technique and Distributed Intrusion Detection System (DIDS)
model seek to increase overall accuracy and detect more
threats. It can also accommodate various sources, and their
study gives examples of different event sources. Distributed
Intrusion Detection System (DIDS) has distributed IDS nodes
that are referred to as “sensors”, which have the capability to
conduct data fusion to correlate different event types (if they
are in different formats). Overall, every "sensor" IDS can
communicate with every other sensor in the network with the
motivation of redundancy as well as extra-resiliency against
attacks.
To address the problem posed by large volumes of data from
various sources within the network the researcher proposes the
use of Hadoop and a network monitoring tool known as
PacketPig for quality protection of data. The big companies or

organisations can also deploy tools like a beehive for log file
analysis to discover suspicious activities and questionable
destinations in the organization’s networks [10].
Monitoring of unused or dark address space
Because there are no legitimate hosts in an unused address
block, traffic must be the result of misconfiguration,
backscatter from spoofed source addresses, scanning from
worms and probing. These pre-filtering provides an excellent
technique of studying and monitoring Internet threats.
Ad hoc wireless networks connection leaves network assets
vulnerable to the rapidly moving threats of today’s Internet,
including fast moving worms, distributed denial of service
attacks, and routing exploits. These threats share several key
properties. First and foremost these threats are globally scoped,
respecting no geographic or topological boundaries. In some
cases they are zero-day threats, exploiting vulnerabilities for
which no signature or patch has been developed, making
detection and mitigation of these threats a big task. Second,
these threats are evolutionary, with each worm or attack
learning from previous failures, spawning an arms race
between the network defenders and the attackers. Finally,
many of these threats are exceptionally infectious, transmitting
to the entire vulnerable population in the Internet in a matter of
minutes, making the human response impractical.
Monitoring of unused or dark address space is investigating
technique used with a snapshot of global Internet worm
activity. Another method to increase visibility of the internet
threat is to monitor larger blocks of address space. The
challenge with is that the IPv4 space is limited and there are a
small number of large unused address blocks available for
consideration. Address blocks in different networks see
different threat traffic [11].
An algorithm for checking the dark address spaces
#include "d_crypt.h"
void main()
{
int ie;
string_o sins("This text will be encrypted with Rijndael\n");
string_o sout, sret;
string_o skey1("the password has 32 characters.");
string_o skey2("checking the position words");
multicrypt_o x;
x.set_uucoding (multicrypt_o::UU_YES_STRIPPED);
x.add_crypto ("aes", skey1, "", &ie);
x.add_crypto ("des", skey2, "", &ie);
x.encrypt (sins, sout, &ie);
// sout: encrypted string
x.decrypt (sout, sret, &ie);
// sret: decrypted str (==sins)
}
Design vulnerability of ad hoc wireless networks
Ad Hoc wireless networks being a wireless type of network is
more vulnerable to attacks compared to the wired type of
network. Some active attacks like denial of service are
common to the ad hoc wireless network due to the flexibility
and dynamic change of ad hoc wireless network [9].
Because of the dynamic design and flexibility features of the
ad hoc wireless network, it makes it weaker and vulnerable to
attacks through the nodes that build up the network system.
Since an ad hoc wireless network is a wireless type of network,
its lack of a central device such as the router makes it very
difficult to manage the nodes within the network thus there is a
lack of the authentication.
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Due to lack of centralised device, the nodes within the network
acts as the router are not trustworthy as a result of that
th they
pose a serious security within the network. With the flexibility
and dynamic of the ad hoc wireless network, there might be
malicious nodes that can quickly join the network which
makes it prone to malicious node attacks and false routing.
The security
rity measures in ad hoc wireless network such as the
confidentiality, authentication, non-repudiation,
repudiation, integrity are
tough to be realized due to lack of a static network.
It can be looked at as a directed graph where each node wants
to communicate with each
ch other within the network
( , ),Where each node V is comprised of the set of vertices
nodes together with a set Eof
of edges or lines, which is a subset
of

The Sybil attack above it tries to damage data integrity and
utilisation of resources within the ad hoc wireless networks;
this can be addressed by the use of encryption and
authentication algorithms to prevent the attacker from the
attacks. A sample of encryption and decryption algorithm that
can be used in the defending of authenticity, integrity and
confidentiality of services:
String passcode = Bitshifter.encrypt
encrypt(plainText);
System.out.println("Encrypted
Encrypted Text After Encryption: " +
passcode);
System.out.println("Decrypted
.println("Decrypted Text After Decryption:" +
Bitshifter.decrypt(passcode));
This makes it harder for the attacker to break through the
encrypted message or data as is transmitted on ad hoc wireless
networks
Security measures for ad hoc wireless networks

Figure 2 Interconnected nodes on Ad Hoc wireless network
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There is possible traffic of packets from different nodes within
the network; the attacker can focus on disrupting the routes on
the network through its neighbour with bogus information that
is an authorised participant that might be malicious which
leads to denial of services to the other neighbour nodes in the
network. It is tough and challenging to address the
vulnerabilities within the ad hoc wireless networks due to
dynamic of the network [12], [13], [14]. There are some
possible attacks such as denial of services which might occur
as a result of the failure of a node(s), and jamming that tampers
with spectrum in the nodes [4], [15], and [16]. The internet
protocol collisions attack is caused when two nodes try to
transmit information on the same spectrum
um which leads to
rejection of transmission of data packets. Other attacks include
flooding attack in which the attacker makes several connection
requests until a maximum limit is reached and thus causes
unavailability of the resources in the network and data
d integrity
which the attacker uses to alter the data on transmission among
the nodes which leads to disruption of operations. To handle
this, digital signatures and the asymmetric key system can be
deployed to prevent such attacks.

Internet users are continually encouraged to use a secured
network. So, it is important to provide ad how wireless
network with trustworthy security mechanisms if we want to
see this exciting technology become broadly used in the future.
Before the development of any security measure to secure ad
hoc networks, it is important to study the variety of attacks that
might be related to such networks. With the knowledge of
some common attack issues such as how ad hoc wireless
networks could be threatened by the attackers, and thus might
lead to the development of more reliable security measures in
protecting them.
Ad hoc networks environments
Ad hoc wireless network can exist in one of three
environments;
nments; organized, localized, and open environments.
Nodes in all of these environments are generally threatened by
the same security problems. However, there are some security
problems, that are unique to one environment and need more
attention in that environment
vironment than the others need. Vast
numbers of unstructured nodes and the absence of a priori
relations are some of the main characteristics of the open
environment ad hoc wireless networks. Such networks are
quite similar to the localized environment net
networks, but the
larger amount of nodes, and the wider coverage area, renders
nodes in the open environment to more sophisticated security
attacks than the localized networks do. For instance, nodes in
both open and localized environments suffer from the abs
absence
of a central authority.
Communication layer the attacker’s target
Each layer in the ad hoc wireless networks communication
protocols is vulnerable. In a physical layer, ad hoc wireless
network nodes as well as the communication links are
vulnerable to both passive and active attacks. Passive
eavesdropping, signal jamming, denial of service (DoS)
attacks, and physical hardware tampering are among the most
popular attacks in this layer [17]. Such attacks prevented by
encrypting the communication link, employing spreadspectrum communication technology, and using a tamper
tamperresistant hardware.
The level of ad hoc network mechanisms that are targeted

Figure 3 The Sybil attack

There are two main levels of attack in the ad hoc wireless
network; attacks against the basic measures an
and attacks against
the security mechanisms [18]. Ad hoc networks have their own
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unique basic mechanisms, such as the use of wireless links for
communications, employing their own routing strategies, and
operate in a distributed manner all these basic mechanisms
actually reflect their own unique characteristics that
differentiate them from other types of networks. Attackers
might launch many security attacks against these basic
mechanisms. For instance, attackers could launch passive
eavesdropping attacks against the wireless links, drain off
node’s limited resources, and launch active attacks to interrupt
the routing mechanisms.
To address many security attacks against the ad hoc network
basic mechanisms, a number of security measures have been
introduced to protect the networks. Still, all these security
measures are also vulnerable to attacks and need to be secure.
Stealing username and password to get unauthorized access in
the networks and modifying public key databases to disrupt
authentication, confidentiality, and integrity services are some
examples of attacks against security mechanisms.
Intrusion detection in ad hoc wireless networks
In order to mitigate or prevent attacks, awareness of an attack
is essential to being able to react and defend against attackers.
Prevention can be further improved by utilizing security
analytics and intrusion detection data to look for hidden attack
patterns. Intrusion detection s very helpful in detecting cyberattacks in noticing abnormal system behavior to detect
accidents or undesired conditions and provide early warnings
to mitigate damages.
For Intrusion Detection, large amount of data is currently a
major challenge and has been a prevailing theme for quite
some time. According to Frank (1994) [19], Intrusion
Detection focusing on data reduction and classification found:
“a user typically generates between 3-35 Megabytes of data in
an eight hour period and it can take several hours to analyze a
single hour’s worth of data”. Data filtering, clustering, and
feature selection is “important if real-time detection is
desired,” which can improve detection accuracy that the huge
data is facing.

Step 1: Large data formation
One input is deemed Large Data and is added to another input
which is not Large Data, the result will still be Large Data.
This can be shown in Equation 1 below:
(LargeData") + NLD (
) = LD (
")
(3)
Step 2: In Equation 2 below (where the subtraction operator is
essentially filtering or removal of the Large Data):
("LargeData")-LD ("LargeData")
=
("NotLargeData")
(4)
Proposed solution to the hurdles of ad hoc wireless networks
This paper, therefore, proposes that communication channels
must be secured using sophisticated algorithms for data
encryption to prevent attackers from accessing the data on
transmission. Also, there is a need to control and check the
unwanted or unauthorised access to the backhaul of the
network by the development of strong communication rules
which will protect the network from IP spoofing and denial of
services. Moreover, there is a need of using filter software to
detect malicious and suspicious threats and block them from
accessing the systems and synchronise network security with
the network traffic management to increase the security of Adhoc wireless networks.
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